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As you may know, your Cricut machine has the power to cut through hundreds of

different materials. While it’s most often know for its ability to cut through paper,

vinyl, and iron-on, it also has the power to cut through unique, specialty materials

like leather. Whether you have a Cricut Explore Air or the Cricut Maker, the

possibilities are endless for the projects you can create with leather and your Cricut.

Think of luggage tags, coasters, bookmarks, or hair bows — the sky is the limit when

you are working with leather!

 

In this eBook, we will cover everything you need to know about working with leather

and your Cricut. We have included all of our best tips and tricks so that you get the

best experience working with leather. We will also show you how to make six leather

projects with your Cricut and even provide you with the free cut files so that you can

make the projects yourself as well!  So what do you say? Are you ready to dive in and

learn everything there is about Cricut leather? Let’s do this!
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Did you know that you can cut leather on your Cricut Explore machine? It’s one of our

favorite features! We have found that most people aren’t aware of this awesome

feature, so we want to tell you all about it and get you set-up for success. To start,

it’s important to note what machines consist of the Cricut Explore family. If you own

a Cricut Explore, Explore One, Air, or Air2, this chapter is dedicated solely for you!

 

To get started, it’s important to understand what kind of leather material the

Explores can cut and which blades you’ll need to cut them. There are three different

kinds of leather from Cricut that the Explore family machines can cut: faux pebbled

leather, metallic leather and genuine leather. The faux pebbled leather is a very thin,

paper-like leather. It is lightweight and will be the cheapest option to work with. The

metallic leather is a thicker, genuine leather with a metallic, shiny finish. Genuine

leather is the real-deal leather. If you want to work with the faux pebbled leather, you

are able to use the fine-point blade that came with your machine when you

purchased it. However, if you want to cut the metallic leather or genuine leather, you

will need to purchase the Deep Point blade. The Deep Point blade, also sometimes

referred to as the Deep Cut blade, is exactly what it sounds like — it is capable of

cutting thicker materials than the Fine-Point blade can. In general, it is a good blade

to have on hand as it can cut a plethora of other thicker materials, not just leather.
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In addition to the blades, you’ll need two different kind of mats depending on the

leather that you are cutting. If you are cutting faux pebbled leather, then you’ll need

the StandardGrip mat, which is the green one. However, if you plan on cutting

metallic leather or genuine leather, then you’ll need to get a StrongGrip cutting mat,

which is the purple one. Since metallic and genuine leather is thicker than most

materials, it needs the strongest mat possible. If you have a brand new StandardGrip

mat and it is still really sticky, you may be able to get away with using the

StandardGrip for metallic and genuine leather but we would recommend keeping a

StrongGrip mat on hand. Both mats come in two different sizes: 12x12” and 12x24”.

Once you've got these materials, you're ready to get cutting!
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MATS DEEP POINT BLADE
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The Cricut Maker is known for its innovativeness and ability to cut through thicker

materials than the Explore family. The Cricut Maker has an Adaptive Tool Housing

that allows it to cut through materials as thick as 1.6mm with the Knife Blade. This

means that you can cut even thicker leather than the Explore family with the Knife

Blade, such as garment or tooling leather.

 

Like the Explore machines, the Maker can also cut three different kinds of leather:

faux pebbled, metallic, and genuine leather. The faux pebbled leather is the most

cost-effective option. It’s thinner, almost paper-like. You can cut this leather with

the Fine-Point Blade which is the standard blade that comes with every machine.

Then next step-up is metallic leather. This is a real, genuine leather that has a

metallic finish on it, in colors like rose gold and silver. You can cut this leather with

either the Deep Point Blade or the Knife Blade. And lastly, the Maker can cut genuine

leather. This is the real-deal leather! It comes in a few different colors like camel and

black. You can cut this leather with either the Deep Point Blade or the Knife Blade.

Cricut recommends cutting genuine and metallic leather with the Deep Point Blade,

but we actually prefer to use the Knife Blade -- it's totally up to you though! The Deep

Point Blade is cheaper than the Knife Blade. As with any blade, you'll just want to

make sure that it's not dull before you use it. 
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In addition to this, you’ll need two different kind of mats when cutting leather: the

StandardGrip cutting mat and the StrongGrip cutting mat. The StandardGrip mat can

hold faux pebbled leather and also metallic leather (although we highly recommend

using the StrongGrip mat for metallic leather). This is the green colored mat. The

StrongGrip mat is the purple one and can hold metallic leather and genuine leather.

Both of these mats come in two sizes: 12x12” and 12x24”.

MATS
DEEP POINT BLADE

+ KNIFE BLADE
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In the past two chapters, we have covered specific tools and supplies that you’ll

need to cut leather based on your specific Cricut machine. However, in case you

need a quick reference, here’s a brief overview to keep on hand to remind you of

what you need to cut leather based on your machine!  We've also included a few

additional tools that may be helpful for you in your crafting.

Depending on what kind of leather you're cutting, you'll most

likely need the StandardGrip Mat and the StrongGrip Mat.

These mats come in two sizes: 12x12" and 12x24". The

StandardGrip Mat is used for Faux Pebbled Leather. The

StrongGrip Mat is used for Genuine and Metallic Leather. We

always stay stocked up on these mats because you can use

them for a plethora of materials.

MATS

BLADES
There are three different blades to use cutting leather,

depending on your machine and your material. Typically,

for the Explore family machines, you'll need the Fine-Point

Blade and the Deep Point Blade. For the Cricut Maker, you

can use these blades but you can also use the Knife

Blade as well.

BRAYER
The Brayer Tool is one of our favorites for applying leather to a

mat. It is a soft rubber roller that pushes the leather into the

mat. The last thing you want when cutting leather is for your

material to move during the cut - it will ruin your cut! The Brayer

Tool is the best tool we've found for making sure that doesn't

happen. You can also use a scraper to help with this, but the

Brayer is our first choice. You can also use the tweezers to help

remove the leather from the mat.

fine-point
blade

deep point
blade

knife
blade
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The  scraper tool is a commonly used tool in Cricut

crafting. There are two different sizes available: the

standard scraper and an XL scraper (pictured here). When

you're applying leather to a mat, this may be a helpful tool

for you in getting it to stick well. It's also helpful to scrape

any excess leather off the mat when you are finished to

keep your mat clean.

We typically like to apply tape to the sides of our leather

after it's placed on the mats. This is especially helpful if

your mat is losing its stickiness. You can use either

masking tape or packing tape and it will help your material

to stay adhered to the mat. You do not want your material

to move when it's cutting otherwise you will risk ruining

your material and your mat.

Sometimes you may need to help your leather projects

out a little bit. Occasionally, you may need to cut a little

further when you remove your project from the mat. Or

you may find "fuzzies" hanging from the leather that you

want removed. We love using the TrueControl Knife from

Cricut but you could also use scissors for this.

SCRAPER

TAPE

TRUECONTROL KNIFE

There are tons of additional leather tools you can

purchase (not Cricut-related) that can help you in your

projects. You may want to sew leather or add

embellishments to your Cricut leather. If so, you may

want to look into leather hand needles,  leather scissors,

stamps, grommet tools/gromments and more. There truly

is so much you can do with leather!

OTHER
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We've talked a little bit about the different

kinds of leather that Cricut has: faux leather,

genuine leather and metallic leather. They're

each a little different and work great for various

purposes. We sell all three of them here at

Craft-e-Corner, so let's take a look at them.

 

Up first: metallic leather. This leather is a true,

genuine leather that has a metallic finish to it.

The metallic finish provides a subtle and eye-

catching shimmer that's perfect for fashion,

accessories, jewelry and more.  It's soft to the

touch and is one of our favorite kinds of leather

to work with. Currently, metallic leather is

available in four colors: Silver, Rose Gold, Gold

and Bronze. Each pack comes with one 12x12"

sheet. It can be cut with either the Deep Point

Blade or Knife Blade (Maker only).
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Next, Cricut has one brand of faux leather that

they offer. While it is faux, it has a pebbled

texture on it so that appears to be genuine

leather. You can see it in the project photos

pretty well.  This leather is paper-thin, so you

can easily cut it with a Fine-Point Blade. This is

great news because this means you don't

need to purchase additional blades. The Fine-

Point Blade is the standard blade that comes

with every machine. This leather is available in

a wide variety of colors.

 

This leather comes in two options: sampler

packs or individual rolls that are 12x24" inches

long. This leather is great for hair bows,  scrap

booking, embellishments for scrapbooking and

card making and more! It's also the most cost

effective option that Cricut has for leather.
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Last but not least, Cricut also offers genuine

leather. When you think of leather, this is

probably what pops in your mind - it's the

traditional leather that everyone knows and

loves. It has that rich leather smell to it, along

with a smooth finish on top. This leather has  a

subtle feel, smooth surface and rich color. It is

available in black, cranberry, camel and dark

brown. It is available in 12x12" sheets that are

about 1.4mm thick. 

 

You can easily cut this leather with the Deep

Point Blade or the Knife Blade (Maker only). This

leather is perfect for fashion, accessories,

home decor, embellishments and more.

Genuine leather is one of the most popular

brands of leather that Cricut has to offer.
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We're almost ready to walk you through some leather projects to make, but first we

wanted to share some of our best tips and tricks. We've learned a lot along the way

and we hope that these help you in your leather crafting!

 

1. When you're first starting out, start with a small cut.

This is a great tip that we recommend for any material. When it’s your first time using

a new blade or material, you should start off by cutting something small. This way if

you make a mistake, you won’t waste a huge chunk of your material. This is

especially true if you are working with materials that are not from Cricut — you’ll

want to make sure you get the settings set correctly before committing to a huge

cut for your project. Start by doing a few small cuts to make sure it’s cutting all the

way through but also not cutting your mat. Then you’ll be set!

 

2. Always clean your mat after you cut.

Depending on what leather you are working with, chances are that it will leave a lot of

residue behind on the mat. Typically, the only kinds of leather that will leave residue

behind are genuine and metallic so if you are working with faux pebbled leather this

most likely won’t apply to you. We highly recommend that you clean your mat

immediately after use, otherwise it may end up ruining your mat. You can use baby

wipes or soap and a washcloth to clean your mat. This is always a good rule of thumb

for any material!  
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3. Apply transfer tape to the leather for cutting to reduce residue on mat.

Some crafters like to put transfer tape between the leather and the tape. It

serves as a barrier between the mat and leather to help prevent residue on the

mat. The transfer tape also helps to make sure that your leather doesn’t bunch

or shift during the cutting process. Again, definitely give this a try before

attempting it on a big project.

 

4. Cut your leather upside down to reduce residue on mat.

If you couldn’t tell by now, reducing the amount of residue on your mat is

essential. Trust us when we say, if you don’t keep it clean - you’ll ruin your mat

and potentially ruin your project too. Another way to reduce residue is to flip

your leather upside down on your mat and then mirror your image in Design

Space (don't forget this step!). In other words, you’ll put the leather shiny side

down and then the fuzzy side up. This will prevent the "fuzzies" from getting on

your mat - you'll have less to clean up.

 

5. Use scissors to trim off any excess particles of the leather after a cut.

Due to its nature, sometimes you’ll have “fuzzies” hanging off the edges of

your cuts. If this happens, you can simply use scissors to trim off the excess.

Or if you like the look, leave it on!

 

6. Adjust settings to "More Pressure" or "Less Pressure" if needed.

When you use your blades often, they will start to dull out. If you start to

notice your Cricut is having difficulty cutting, try changing the cutting settings

to "More Pressure" before replacing your blade. If that doesn't work, then it is

probably time to replace your blade. On the other hand, if your blade is new and

cutting through the material onto the mat, you may want to choose "Less

Pressure".
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7. Use a brayer tool to apply the leather on the mat.

The brayer tool is one of our favorite tools to use. Imagine a miniature rolling pin

and that’s what the brayer tool is! It really helps to press the leather into the mat

well, beyond just what you can press with your hand. It’s really important to make

sure that your leather is adhered well to the mat, otherwise you could risk the

leather moving on the mat in the middle of the cut. If that happens, then your

leather will be ruined so make sure it’s on the mat well.

 

8. Apply tape to the sides of the leather on the mat.

We recommend this tip when you are cutting metallic or genuine leather. It’s not

necessary when you are cutting faux leather because it is so thin. By applying

tape on all the sides of the leather, you'll help to prevent it from moving during

cutting. If your mat is pretty new, you may not need to do this. You just want to

make sure your leather will not move while it is cutting.

 

9. Double check your settings before cutting.

Before you hit cut, make sure you have the correct settings chosen! Again, this is

a great tip for any project. The last thing you want to do is ruin any material on

your project!
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It's really important to get the correct cutting settings when you are working with your Cricut.

This doesn't just apply to leather but with all materials. If you use the wrong settings, it could

lead to damaging your mat or material. If you're ever wondering what settings to use for Cricut

leather, here's a quick cheat sheet for you. This is a comprehensive list of all the leather

settings that Design Space currently has.

As you can see above, there are four settings that we use when cutting leather - each has a

star by it. Here's a quick list of what use each setting for:

Faux Leather (Paper Thin): Faux Pebbled Leather with the Fine-Point Blade

Genuine Leather: Genuine Leather with the Deep Point Blade*

Metallic Leather: Genuine Leather with the Deep Point Blade*

Tooling Leather - 2-3 oz (0.8mm): Genuine Leather or Metallic Leather with the Knife Blade**

 
*Currently, when you click on "Genuine Leather" and "Metallic Leather", your Cricut will only allow you to cut them

with the Deep Cut Blade. There isn't an option to change your blade to the Knife Blade. If you're using these

materials and want to use the Knife Blade, you'll need to choose the "Tooling Leather - 2-3 oz (0.8mm)" option.

 

**Cricut recommends using the Deep Point Blade for Genuine and Metallic leather but we personally prefer the

Knife Blade. However, you may notice the blade cut your mat a little bit. Please be advised and work carefully!
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In addition to this, it's helpful to note that you can change the pressure of the cut. This will be

helpful in case your blade is dull or if your blade is cutting through the material and onto the

mat. To adjust the pressure, click on the dropdown box the says "More" after you choose your

cutting setting. In the example below, we have selected Genuine Leather as our material and

set the pressure as "More". We highly recommend that you conduct your own experiments and

try it out to see what works for you! Remember to start small and do practice cuts if you are

using a new material.
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It's time to start making! Included with this eBook is access to six exclusive projects. We've

designed them specifically for this eBook and have included the free SVG files so you can

make them too! Here's a peak at some of what we will be creating in the remainder of this book.

https://design.cricut.com/#/design/114474826/project-detail/5bdb67df0cd8417ce6c5db00
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To start, we are going to make leather coasters. This

project is one of our favorites because it combines

two of our favorite materials: leather and iron-on. And

really, can you ever have enough coasters laying

around your house? 

 

Materials:

Cricut Maker or Explore Air

Cricut Metallic Leather

Knife Blade or Deep Point Blade

Fine-Point Blade

Iron-On Vinyl

StrongGrip Mat

StandardGrip Mat

Masking Tape

Brayer Tool or XL Scraper

 

To start, apply the metallic leather to a StrongGrip

cutting mat. We highly recommend using a brayer or

scraper tool to really push the leather onto the mat

well. Then apply masking tape to all four sides of the

leather to help secure it down to the mat. The reason

we stress making sure that your leather is applied well

on to your mat is because we don't want it to move

while it's cutting.

 

Next, move the star wheels (the white wheels) all the

way to the right and insert the Knife Blade. Or if you’re

using the Deep Point Blade, insert that instead. Then

get cutting - your Cricut will cut the leather in a few

passes. If you're using the Knife Blade, your Cricut will

pause and ask you to check the material to see if it

needs to do another pass or if it’s finished cutting. If

you can easily remove the leather from the mat, it is

finished cutting. If you're using the Deep Point Blade,

it will finish on its own.
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Once the leather is finished, we will cut the iron-

on. You can use any kind of iron-on/heat transfer

vinyl you'd like. There are tons of options for you

to choose from!

 

To cut the iron-on, you'll need to insert the Fine-

Point Blade and place the iron-on on a

StandardGrip mat. It's important to remember to

place your iron-on shiny-side down on to the mat

and to click on  "Mirror Image" in Design Space.

This will make sure that your iron-on gets cut

properly! Use a scraper tool to help burnish it on

the mat and then get cutting.

 

Next, once it is finished cutting, you’ll need to

weed the iron-on. If you’re not familiar with

weeding, it just simply means to remove any

excess iron-on vinyl from around the design.

Make sure that you are removing the excess iron-

on and not the transparent carrier sheet.

 

Now that you have all your materials cut, it’s time

to pull out your EasyPress or iron and press the

iron-on onto the coasters. If you’re using an

EasyPress, you’ll need to preheat it to 255F and

set the timer to 30-seconds. Once it’s heated up,

it’s time to start the heat transfer process. We

will start by preheating the leather for five

seconds. Then, while it’s still heated, apply the

iron-on to the coaster.  Then press the EasyPress

on the coaster for 30-seconds. Lastly, flip the

coaster over and heat the back for five seconds. 
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When you’re completely finished, set the coaster off to the side to let it cool and then

repeat these steps for the rest of the coasters. Once your coasters have cooled, you can

slowly remove the liners. Lastly, you may want to trim off any residue that may be hanging

off the edges of the coasters. That’s all - you’re done, your very own coasters!

https://design.cricut.com/#/design/114474826/project-detail/5bdb67df0cd8417ce6c5db00
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Our next project uses Faux Pebbled Leather from

Cricut and seems to be a crowd favorite: bows! You

can use these little guys as a hair or fashion

accessory or place them on a gift to jazz it up a

little bit. This project is a great starter one if you're

looking to work with leather!

 

Materials:

Cricut Maker or Explore 

Faux Pebbled Leather

StandardGrip Cutting Mat

Fine-Point Blade

Hot Glue

 

To get started, we will need a leather bow template.

You can find a lot of templates for fre online or use

this one that was purchased in Cricut Access. You

can create your bow to any size depending on your

needs. For ours, we simply grouped the pieces

together and then sized them so that the bottom

portion of the bow was about 4" wide. Here's what

the template looks like:
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Once you've got your template, apply your

faux leather to a StandardGrip cutting mat

and get cutting. Remember, with this

leather, you don't need a fancy blade -- just

the Fine-Point Blade.  This leather is perfect

for bows because it is lightweight. It's really

easy to work with!

 

When you're finished cutting, carefully

remove them from the mat. You'll be left

with three pieces,  which is what we will use

to assemble the bow.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, we will assemble the bow. To do this,

we will use a hot glue gun. You could

probably use some other glue to hold it

together, but this seemed to work really

well. These bows are extremely easy to

assemble. We are basically just going to do

some folding and gluing!

To start, we will put a small dab of glue on

the bottom layer of the bow, like so:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then fold back the ends of each side so that

they touch the middle, where you put the hot

glue. Then it will look like this:
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As you're applying hot glue to the leather,

you may want to use tweezers to push

down. Just be careful not to burn your

fingers! Now we will attach this top portion

to the bottom part of the bow. Are you

seeing how simple this is?!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lastly, take the rectangular cut and wrap it

around the middle of your bow and hot glue

it in place. Glue it from the back like this-

 

Once you've done that, you're all finished.

We told you it was THAT simple! These only

take a couple minutes each to

make. You're going to love making these!
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Our next project is a bookmark! This is one of the first

projects that we created for this eBook and we

absolutely adore this project. If you're a book lover or

have one in your life, this is a great project to make.

 

Materials:

Cricut Maker or Explore 

Cricut Metallic Leather

Knife Blade or Deep Point Blade

Holographic Iron-On Vinyl

StrongGrip Mat

StandardGrip Mat

Cricut EasyPress

EasyPress Mat (or a towel)

Masking Tape (Optional)

Brayer Tool or XL Scraper (Optional)

 

First up, we are going to apply the  metallic leather to

a StrongGrip cuttng mat. Make sure that it's stuck on

well by pushing down with a scraper tool or rolling

over it with a brayer tool. We like to apply masking

tape to the sides of the leather to help prevent it

from moving while it's cutting. However, if your mat is

pretty new, you may be able to skip this step. Then

push your star wheels all the way to the right and get

cutting! Then insert either the Knife Blade or Deep

Point Blade and move the star wheels all the way to

the right.

 

Once that's finished cutting, then we are going to cut

the iron-on. For this project, we used Holographic

Iron-On. If you haven't used this material before, we

highly recommend it! It slightly shimmers when you

move it; it's definitely a favorite here at Craft-e-

Corner! You'll need to apply the iron-on face down
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onto the StandardGrip cutting mat and mirror your

image in Design Space. Then use a scraper tool to

apply well and push out any air bubbles. When that's

finished cutting, weed the iron-on.

 

Next up, we will start the heat transfer process.

Preheat your EasyPress to 285F and set the timer

for 30 seconds. Then place the leather on an

EasyPress Mat or a towel and preheat the leather for

five seconds with the EasyPress. Once it's finished

preheating, place the design face down, liner side up.

Then apply the EasyPress with light pressure at 285F

for 30 seconds. When it's finished, carefully remove

the EasyPress. Then flip the leather and heat the

back for 15 seconds. Lastly, let the iron-on cool for

30 seconds before slowly removing the liner. You

should be able to remove the carrier sheet with ease

- if you can't, reapply the EasyPress for another 15-

20 seconds.

 

The last step is to loop some twine, ribbon or string

through the hole. You can jazz this up however you

want! These bookmarks make great gifts for the

book lover in your life.

https://design.cricut.com/#/design/114474826/project-detail/5bdb67df0cd8417ce6c5db00
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Luggage tags are the perfect gift for any traveler.

One of our team members sisters is getting ready to

go on her first international trip ever and to

celebrate,  we made her a leather luggage tag. 

 

Materials:

Cricut Maker or Explore

Metallic Leather

Knife  Blade or Deep Point Blade

Fine-Point Blade

StrongGrip Cutting Mat

StandardGrip Cutting Mat

Cricut Acetate Sheets

Grommets

Leather Glue

 

To get started, we are going to apply the Metallic

Leather to a StrongGrip cutting mat with a brayer

tool. Then, push the star wheels all the way to the

right and insert either the Deep Point Blade or the

Knife Blade. Make sure that your leather is cut all the

way through before removing it from the mat. Once

that's finished, then we will cut the acetate sheets

on a StandardGrip cutting mat. 

 

Next, we will assemble the luggage tags. We use

grommets to place inside of the luggage tag holes.

Simply place the grommet over the hole and apply

pressure with a hammer. Then place the actetate

sheets over the luggage tag and apply with glue. We

recommend using a leather glue, but you could also

try hot glue. Then place the front piece and back

piece together and glue them in place as well. If you

want to change out the inside of the tag, then leave

the top opening unglued.
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Lastly, loop the leather string through the grommet, place it on your luggage and secure it

with a knot! It's as simple as that. Now who's ready for a vacation?

https://design.cricut.com/#/design/114474826/project-detail/5bdb67df0cd8417ce6c5db00
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This next project is a simple one but easily can

elevate any gift that you are giving! Ditch the

traditional paper gift tag and make a leather one

instead. We used the Engraving Tip (that only

works with the Cricut Maker) to create this gift

tag but you could also draw on your gift tag or

use iron-on instead.

 

Materials:

Cricut Maker or Explore

Genuine Leather

Knife Blade or Deep Point Blade

Engraving Tip (Maker only)

StrongGrip Cutting Mat

String

Brayer Tool or Scraper

 

We'll start by applying the genuine leather to a

StrongGrip cutting mat. Using a Brayer Tool or

Scraper tool, push down on your material to help

adhere it onto the mat. If your mat has lost

some of its stickiness, then you'll want to apply

some masking tape or painting tape to the

edges to help it stay on the mat. As we've talked

about before, you don't want your leather to

move while it's being cut so use tape! It can't

hurt anything, we promise.

 

Then we'll get cutting and engraving. First, insert

either the Deep Point Blade or the Knife Blade

and cut your leather. Then, if you have the Cricut

Maker, insert the Engraving Tip and engrave the

leather.
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If you do not have the Cricut Maker, you can still make this project! You won't be able

to engrave the leather, but you could apply iron-on to get the same effect too. Or you

can even draw on the leather with your Cricut and a pen! If you do this, let the ink dry

for 24 hours.

 

Lastly, use some twine or string to loop through your gift tag! See how it instantly

jazzes up any gift? It's a simple project but will help your gifts to stand out -- and those

receiving the gift will be sure to love it!
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Last but not last, we're going to walk you through

how to make some teardrop earrings with your

Cricut. These earrings are super trendy right now and

luckily for us, so easy to make! 

 

Materials:

Cricut Maker or Explore

Genuine Leather

Knife Blade or Deep Point Blade

StrongGrip Cutting Mat

Jump Rings

Earring Hooks

Weeder Tool

Needle Nose Pliers

 

As always, the first step is going  to be to cut the

leather. Your Cricut will cut an outline of the leather

and also create two small holes at the top of the

earring for the jump ring to go through. We cut the

leather upside down to help keep my mat clean.

 

When it's finished cutting, carefully remove the

leather from the mat. At this point, we just have to

assemble our earrings. To start, we are going to put

the jump ring through the two holes using a needle-

nose pliers. While your Cricut will have cut two holes

for the jump ring to go through, it's such a tiny cut

that you'll need something to help pierce the holes.

You can use a weeder tool to pierce through the

holes. I like to pierce from the front and then again

going through the back. You don't have to worry

about making it too big, just make sure you can get

the jump ring through.
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To get the jump ring through the leather, you'll need to pull the jump ring apart using

the needle nose pliers. The reason we need to do this is because we need to get it

through the holes! Slightly pull it apart and then hold the ring in the pliers and place it

through the holes in the leather. You'll want to put it in from the front so that you can't

see rings. As you're looping it through, use the pliers to pinch the jump ring shut. As it

shuts, the leather should start to naturally fold in and create a small crease. 

 

Next, take the earring and loop it through the jump ring. Then repeat these steps for

the other earring. If you want to elevate your earrings a little bit, you can cut some

iron-on and add it to the leather. We love to use the EasyPress Mini to do that! We like

to have some earrings with iron-on and some that are just regular ole leather.

Whatever you decide is up to you!
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We hope by now that you are encouraged and inspired to try working with leather on

your Cricut. It's one of our favorite materials to work with because of it's versatility

and simplicity. You can use leather in so many different ways in your crafting! If you're

looking for an online crafting community or have any further questions about leather,

feel free to join our Craft-e-Corner Cricut Community Facebook group by following this

link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/736746446676671/ In   addition, you can

always find great low prices for Cricut leather on our website, www.craft-e-

corner.com. Thanks for reading along and happy making!

 


